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The Cloud Journey
The first step in the Cloud Journey is to align IS, and Cloud technologies with the Business. Our best of breed
methodology based on CloudSight™, from market leading CMP provider RightScale. This approach will provide the
basis for a successful and profitable journey to both align IS to the business; and to use Cloud technology in the most
productive manner possible.
ISA: Scope Assessment: 10 days
The ISA is the beginning of a ‘journey’ to align IS and the Cloud, with the business strategy and business processes.
Since the assessment is only 3 days, the assumption is that the Client has the proper documentation in place. If not
we will assess what we can, then propose next steps to fill in the missing gaps. This review is limited to the following:
a 3-day assessment of 1 key LOB application and 1-2 key databases within that LOB.

Objectives
- Map Cloud and IS to the business
- Allow for Data and Business Process
transformation

Alignment
- Business Strategy and Requirements
- Organizational objectives and Culture
- Current IS/IT requirements and future needs

Business
process
Cloud
Public/Private
Mix

Organization

IS

Deployment models:
- Private Data Clouds
- Public Clouds
- Hybrid Cloud Architectures
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Scope Assessment: 10 days

[ISA]

The SA is the beginning of a ‘journey’ to align IS and the Cloud, with the business strategy and business processes.
Since the assessment is only 3 days, the assumption is that the Client has the proper documentation in place. If not
we will assess what we can, then propose next steps to fill in the missing gaps. This review is limited to the
following:
3 days

1 key LOB applications
1-2 key databases within that LOB application
If there are more key applications or platforms to review, the 3 days are used as a basis
to determine time and cost.
We cannot provide detailed documentation on for example, data models, application models or ‘code quality’ within
a short time frame of 3 days. We will however, assess how long we think such a process will take and what it would
cost, along with the benefits and ROI to the business. What usually falls out of this 3-day assessment is the
following:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Proposing how to model the data and build the proper documentation
Process to cleanse the data and confirm data integrity
Ideas around application code reviews and refactoring recommendation
Summary assessment of how well this application or LOB system supports the business
This 3-day assessment is the beginning of a journey, not the endpoint.

With the above in mind we will give to our clients the following important insights by section.
Section 1: The Business, the issue and main problem
under investigation
Section 2: Review of IS/IT systems which support the
business process being audited.
Section 3: Assess how IS and Cloud may support the
business strategy
Section 4: Architecture design on how IS and Cloud
may support the business
Section 5: Recommendations moving forward based
on audit

Identify Business strategy, current problems, requirements,
constraints, risks and organizational factors in the LOB
application being reviewed.
Review of the main IT/IS assets including databases, systems,
key applications and alignment with the business and what
needs to be improved.
Assess how Cloud or IS alignment is possible based on factors
including risks, security, budget, organizational, cultural and
competitive issues.
Target architecture and characteristics are developed based
on preceding sections.
Summary conclusions of options and next steps. Issues
around documentation, management support are clarified.
Details on code, application development and IS resources
are also identified as necessary. Quick wins outlined.

The main output will be a clearer picture, for both the Business and IS/IT of how the targeted IS LOB application is
currently supporting business processes, and what can be done in the future to improve this alignment. By
improving the alignment of IS/IT to the Business, the firm will enjoy higher profits, lower costs, and the capability to
drive new revenues.
The Journey
The SA would be followed by the Discovery Audit [DA] which will outline a detailed roadmap to the new architecture
including cloud and on premise applications; and the Architecture and Design Engagement [AD] which will provide all
the details, runbooks, implantation plans and metrics, to move key applications to the Cloud; and to reconfigure
non-Cloud systems to better support the business strategy.
The DA and AD build on the ISA and the entire set of 3 consultancy products will provide all in the information
necessary for a firm to remodel their current systems into a better aligned and more profitable IS architecture.
An example summary client report, culled from a larger investigation, follows.
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Section 1: The Business, the issue and main problem under investigation
Key area

Characteristic
Consumer Goods and Distribution
2000 people
UK HQ, London area Based
£300 Million
82
10% net profit margin
Conservative, not dynamic, stable, solid, process oriented, older
5th ranked firm in size, within their industry
General view is that IS/IT is a cost centre, somewhat slow, certainly
not leading edge or dynamic, not that responsive, stodgy

Industry
Size
Revenues
Years in Business
Margins
Culture
Industry Positioning
View of IS

The key pain points which excite a re-alignment of IS to the business would include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Client expectations
Competition and their more advanced tools
Changing competitive landscape [new players, new channels]
Low margin business
Internal Personnel expectations
IS agility, speed to market, ability to adapt to changing business conditions

1.1 Business Strategy
The Business strategy is composed of the following, which is not being satisfactorily supported by the Sales Force
Automation [SFA] system. The following is a summary of the business strategy. Importantly the firm is beginning to
change its strategy, and views IS as a necessary platform to enable that change.
Current
Strategy:
Brand and category follower.
Reduce risk and R&D.
Competing on price and service.
Product Differentiation:
Brand awareness among clients is strong.
New brand creation deemed unnecessary.
Market Segmentation:
Market segmented first by client preferences based on
geography and age cohort.
Innovation Strategy:
New product creation rate is low.
Late follower strategy.
Growth Strategy:
New geographies.
Buying smaller competitors.

Culture:
Stock price very important.
Board of Directors want stability, continuity.

Changing to
Strategy:
Brand and category leader in 2 selected areas already
identified.
Large increase in R&D budgets.
Competing on value and service.
Product Differentiation:
Brand awareness among clients is strong.
New brand creation now deemed necessary.
Market Segmentation:
Market segmented in the future based on client tastes,
price points and age cohort.
Innovation Strategy:
New product creation rate will be higher within 2
identified categories.
Leader strategy.
Growth Strategy:
New geographies.
Buying smaller competitors.
Taking market share from competitors.
Taking clients from competitors.
Culture:
Stock price will be less important.
More dynamism, innovation and leadership desired.
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1.2 What is the Business Problem?
The basic issue is that the current sales process and automation does not support the business strategy, or its
objectives. This is especially true if we consider the future direction and business strategy that the firm wants to
engage in. In particular, the firm wants to be the following:
▪
▪
▪

Innovative and more dynamic
Taking market share and clients away from its main competitors
More aligned to the demands and expectations of its clients

The Sales Force Automation platform which is not properly supporting the sales process is named ‘Sales Automation
Tool’ or ‘SAT’.
It was revealed in our audit, by comparing the existing documentation of the sales process, to the current sales
platform or SAT that about 40% of the current sales process is not ‘automated’, in SAT. The negative impact on
revenues is estimated by the client to be equivalent to about 2 % of turnover or roughly £6.000.000.
1.3 Business Problems Summarized:
The DB2-SAT system does not map to the Sales Process. Documented issues include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Lost revenues
Negative impact on forecasts
Inability to cross sell into clients
No single view of the Client
Lack of knowledge about shipments, invoices outstanding, client complaints
Silos of information
Data is deemed to be unreliable
Corporate intelligence not shared
Different definitions by sales area and geography
Shadow IT and rogue systems
Transactional sales made, Strategic sales approach missing
New functionality almost impossible to get built
Competitive disadvantage

1.4 Organizational and Stakeholder input
Key Stakeholder Area
VP of Sales

View of IS
Slow, unresponsive, takes forever
to add functionality. Down a lot.

Chief Concerns
Competitive pressures, lack of
360 view of clients, tools lacking
to make sales targets. Availability.

VP of IT

IT is a cost centre, funded by the
business, budgets under pressure,
legacy systems take most of
budget

Unable to invest in the Cloud, no
money, no resources. Business
demands budget cuts but
improved functionality.

CEO

IS is not supporting our business
model. Downtime high.

Competition, stock price, keeping
key personnel happy.

VP of Marketing

Integration of marketing with
Sales processes. Downtime does
not help.

Marketing and sales are out of
sync.

Field Manager

Information not given in a timely
manner.

Field reps and client facing
personnel are frustrated in doing
their jobs.
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Oftentimes IS does support the business in some capacity, and stakeholder concerns should not always be a list of
grievances. However, when there are some obvious alignment issues, usually the stakeholder input is highly critical.
Key takeaways from the Stakeholders:
• Availability
• Flexibility
• Mobility
• Budget and Legacy costs
• Integration
1.5 What needs to change?
The variances or gaps between the IS platform SAT and the Sales process needs to be documented, mapped out and
understood. When this is completed it will become clearer what to change within SAT and which parts of the
application code, and database models must be changed to map this platform to the Sales process. In particular, a
reformed SAT should provide:
Support of Sales process called ‘Profit’ including; Targets, Variance to Targets, Lead generation, Prospect identification,
Client and Account Information, Team and Individual Account sharing, Pipeline building, Qualifying, Discovery,
Technical and Business Value assessment, Proof of Concept, Closing. Pricing books, workflows of approval, and proper
storage of key documents must also be allowed within SAT.
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Section 2: Review of IS/IT system
Non-confrontational review of the IT/IS systems. We do this to make sure that a baseline of inventory is established
and agreed upon. This is because, in our experience, many of our clients do not have a comprehensive set of
documents, models or asset lists. It is non-confrontational. We are not doing this review to judge, or criticize. We
are only inventorying the IS assets within our client’s architecture.
Review of main IT/IS assets
A review of the main IT/IS assets including databases, systems, key apps and how they align with the business and
how to improve this alignment. By alignment we mean the following:
How well the Information Systems [IS] map to, support and enable the business process.
For example, if my firm has a well-defined sales process, we need our automation to follow that process and help us
in our sales work. It is not productive in this example, to have automation or IS, which forces us to do something
different from our sales process. It is also not productive to have ‘silos’ of information, a lot of manual intervention,
or processes which are not written down or automated. The IS should remove these process disruptions and points
of failure.
In order to assess current IS assets the following are necessary to investigate.
2.1 Discovery of IS assets of the target LOB and application [automated and manual]
2.2 Assessment of IS documentation [usually this is an issue]
2.3 Key Stakeholder assessment of current IS
2.4 Internal Resources related to IS – assessment
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2.1 Discovery of IS assets of the target LOB and application: SAT
This is a first review of the system under study. The caveat is that not all the details of the system will be understood
within a short period of time. However, if the firm has proper documentation, this review can be quite extensive. If
the documentation is missing, we will identify what the firm should create during the next phase.
2.2 What does the system look like?
Platform
DB2 cluster of 5 databases residing on 5 servers, version 7.x
2 Web Application Servers [WebSphere]
Version
7.x
Connection feeds
Mainframe CICs
Processing
Nightly updates, net new changes
# End Users
460 during the day, 250 concurrently as max load
In/Out Communications
100 Gbit connection via VPN
DB2 application running on DB2 Cluster version 7.x. Application code is SQL. Mainframe batch processing feeds the
DB2 nightly.
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Servers being used to host Application
Model:

Custom built srv03: Model: Supermicro H8DM8-2, 2 x Dual-Core
AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 2210, 1800 MHz, RAM 8GB
Age: 9 years

Age:

Other Peripherals:

srv01: ASUSTek Computer INC. K8N-DRE, 2 x Dual Core AMD
Opteron(tm) Processor 275, 1000MHz, RAM 5.6GB
Age: 10 years

Availability

High availability failover cluster with active/passive nodes (XFC).
srv03 is usually active.

Maintenance

Regular security updates. Major OS upgrades as required.

HR knowledge

3 personnel have good knowledge of the server assets in place, the
data centre and peripherals, documentation is underwhelming
2 x SG200-18 18-Port Gigabit Smart Switch, crosslinked load
balanced configuration
Monitoring: XFC, SNMP, Nagios, Cacti, MRTG

Network and Monitoring

Single Points of failure ?

Data centre Telephony link with 3rd party, single fibre line of failure
into the building

2.3 Assessment of IS documentation [usually this is an issue]
Type of Key Document
Does the firm have it?
Business System description
Yes
Process documentation
Yes
Logical and Conceptual Models
No
Application Documentation
Yes Partially
Application Data Model
Yes Partially
Server Data Model
Vague
Fully documented in-line code
Out of date
and code explanation

Flag to create

Create next phase
Complete next phase
Complete next phase
Create next phase
Update next phase

In order to map the IS SAT platform to the sales process, the missing documentation, listed above should be
completed during a next phase engagement. By doing this, any code based work to re-align the systems to the
process will be accomplished in a more professional, timely and cost-effective manner.
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2.4 Internal IS resources
Internal resources are important to inventory, in order to assess what is possible now and in the future for the firm
to do internally in order to properly align IS to the business. It is likely that some external resources will be needed
in certain areas, in order to help the client, embed IS into the business strategy.
Table 2.4: Summary of Internal IS related Resources
Area
IS Biases
➢ Preferences on platforms, databases,
deployment models, code,
applications.

➢

Key Stakeholder biases.

Human
➢ How big is the IS group ?

➢

Are there single points of IS failure?

➢

How developed are the IS skills inhouse?

➢

What is the firm’s core Human-IS
strength?

Summary of Findings
IBM house. 3 Mainframes, AS 400, DBs, WebSphere, IBM tools. Cobol,
PL1, SQL programming, and Java for the SAT app. Most of the
infrastructure is dated, 10 yrs +. Application code is 5 years old. Mix of
Unix and Linux, MS OS for office workers.
Private data centre, concerns about the Cloud, not that interested in
cloudification especially given sensitivity of much of the data. Have
discussed hybrid models with IBM and Softlayer.
Top management is committed to IBM and its ‘vision’. Not interested in
changing vendors or platforms.

50 staff, 40 working in mainframe, AS400, DBs and associated areas of
programming. 10 are in Ecommerce or web-based systems work.
Bottlenecks exist in Cobol, Pl1, and AS400 programming and
management. Single points of failure do not exist but resources are
scarce.
Outside of the IBM environment, skills around Cloud, Web Services,
SOA, Virtualization and Containers are limited.
Data centralization, storage, PL1 knowledge and keeping older
mainframes updated, alive and producing business reports.

Physical
➢ Physical servers – how old, expensive
and who maintains them?

Total firm discovery audit completed and confirmed [see document
‘Network & Physical IS audit’]. Hardware is dated and needs
replacement.
Co-Location IBM Data centre, with 25 racks. Detailed audit can be
found in the above document.

➢

Is there a physical data centre – how
expensive, how secure, how much
capacity is used?

➢

Are containers being used and if so
why?

Applications are centralized running off AS400-Mainframe architecture.
Maximizing applications within the server environment not relevant.

Virtual
➢ How many VMs, what type of
Hypervisor, what is the purpose of
VMs?

Total firm VM discovery audit completed and confirmed [see document
‘VM audit’]. Few VMs being used, VM knowledge limited. Some testing
with VMs of application databases in the data centre.

➢

How much resource and costs do the
VMs consume?

Security
➢ Network, Database, Data Applications,
and Human security protocols need to
be reviewed.
Data
➢ Backup, Mirrored, Disaster Recovery

In above report.

Company has completed an internal security audit which is being
reviewed by a 3rd party [‘Security Audit and Recommendations’].

Primary Data Centre is replicated to a 2nd IBM Data Centre. Very little
cloud storage is used [some Dropbox, and Sharepoint in O 365 for
11
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desktop files]. No DR plan is currently in place. SAT data is mirrored
from Primary DB1 to the secondary data centre.

Budget
IS budget as % of revenues
Budget spent on:

Revenues are £300 Million p.a. with IS budgeted at 2+ % roughly, or p.a.
budget of $6.700.000
Personnel: £4.200.000
Contractors: £1.600.000
Legacy maintenance: £200.000
License Fees: £250.000
Data Centre: £250.000
New projects: £200.000

From the above inventory we can summarize the following constraints and risks in and around IS Resources:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Cloud and Distributed computing knowledge is lacking
HR skills which are outside of the current centralized environment are not in place
Only 10 IT personnel are cognizant of web technologies – mostly around a proprietary Ecommerce platform
customized for the business
Physical assets hosting SAT are old and in need of replacement
IS budget rather slim for an organization of this size
Bias towards IBM-only as an IT solution is noted and accepted
External resources will be needed in order to re-align SAT with the sales process ‘Profit’
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Section 3: IS and Cloud to resolve the issues
An assessment how IS and Cloud can help in supporting the Business Strategy going forward
Based on Part 1 and looking at the specific business case being investigated.
3.1 Constraints
▪ Culture:
o Culture is changing, but largely conservative, and end users of the SAT application are not IT ‘power
users’. Salespeople are ‘independent’, not that interested in ‘sharing’ or in common platforms.
▪

End User concerns:
o IS does not align to the sales process and this is negatively impacting revenues, personnel motivation
and faith in the data being used.

▪

Security:
o 3rd party audit is not yet completed, but security issues around data at rest and in transit are
apparent within the SAT system.

▪

Budget:
o Max budget to fix SAT in a given year is £200.000 which as a yearly budget is sufficient if the project
to reform SAT is run over a number of budget cycles.

3.2 Risks to be mitigated based on constraints
The stakeholders and business requirements review make it clear that the following risks are important and must be
addressed in regards to SAT and sales data in general:
• Availability
• Flexibility
• Mobility
• Reduction in Legacy costs
• Data Integrity improved
• Integration [with marketing and other applications]
Using Cloud and non-Cloud IS, in a defined way can help resolve the above. The constraints listed in 3.1 will help
define reasonable options, especially that of culture. Not all of the above can be done of course at once. We would
need to prioritize and work through a defined set of objectives.
3.3 IS & Cloud Opportunities
Following from 3.2 there are some general concepts that can be pursued to better align SAT with the sales process.
IS Area
Private Data Cloud using Softlayer [IBM]

Problem it resolves
Data Centre duplication and costs
Allows automated backup and DR

Softlayer hosting of Applications and Servers for SAT

Hardware costs, maintenance, upgrades
Availability, Elasticity, Reliability

Building a Datawarehouse on IBM DB2 within Softlayer

Data integrity
Elasticity
Storage
Updating the code
Migrating and Refactoring
Documenting the code

Application code rebuild for Softlayer
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The best of breed re-alignment would be to do the following:
▪ Decommission one data centre [unnecessary replication]
▪ Automate Backup and DR
▪ Ensure that the price and quote books are updated and used
▪ Immediately save 20% of current IS budget spend from Hardware/Legacy maintenance
▪ Address Data integrity, availability issues
▪ Ensure elasticity and reliability
▪ Allow Field force mobility
▪ Code rework and rebuild [which must be done anyway in order for the system to stay alive]
▪ Reworking the application code will allow the firm, over time, to integrate with other SaaS and internal
applications which have more open APIs than the current SAT platform.
Future items:
Most importantly future transformational benefits will accrue upon a better foundation, which will build upon a
rejuvenated: sales strategy, process integration, data visibility, governance, culture, and enterprise collaboration.
This will also include:
▪ Business Intelligence
▪ Predictive Intelligence
▪ Better Reporting
▪ Customisable Dashboards
The next steps would be to identify the specific milestones and details to achieve the above benefits. It is expected
that these changes would fit in comfortably with the p.a. budget that IS currently has for ‘new projects’. However,
the firm does not have the internal resources to process these changes, and an external partner will need to be
found.
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Section 4: Architecture Plan
An architecture plan in which IS/IT is aligned to the business
High Level Architecture Overview
This Sales Platform is a distributed application that consists of the following major components.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sales Tool Client
Sales Tool Browser Based Client
Web Browser Client
Parser Component
Middle Tier
Database Tier

Components Overview
4.1 Sales Platform
The major part of presentation layer is a Java Swing application that works off-line. It stores data on the client side in
a Berkeley DB (chosen based on the research and performance tests performed). The data is synchronized with the
back-end enterprise database using the Internet service when a network connection is available. The Sales Tool
communicates with the enterprise back-end using Simple Object Access Protocol over the HTTPS transport.
Components:
• Hot List,
• Customer,
• Prospect,
• Item,
• Planner,
• CRM Report,
• Data Synchronization module with embedded application upgrade utility (applying patches),
• Reports - each VIP Sales Tool screen can be displayed in a printer friendly, report format. The reports can be
further exported into number of formats: RTF, PDF, XLS, HTML, CSV and XML.
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4.2 Client
The Sales platform is a browser enabled client rendered in the system's presentation layer and will co-exist with
current, standalone client version. It will offer a similar functionality as existing, Java Swing based, Sales Tool with a
number of key differences:
•
•
•
•

Accessible via browsers on number of different devices: laptops, desktops and tablets,
No applications installation / upgrades required,
The system works in always online mode. Real time approach eliminates the need for data and bandwidth
intensive synchronization process,
Redesigned UI, better fit for browser and real time application.

The application is based on AngularJS 2 MVC framework, among others, and written in TypeScript. The technology
allows for building complex client-side applications. The end product provides fast, fluid user experience similar to
desktop application.
The platform’s Browser Based tool communicates with the enterprise back-end using RESTful services over the
HTTPS transport. JSON format is used to pass data back and forth.
TDD (Test Driven Development) techniques - we follow TDD techniques in order to assure the high quality and
maintainability of the product.
Responsive web design - the application uses Responsive Web Design techniques in order to provide an optimal
viewing experience across range of devices (tablets, laptops and desktops).
4.3 Web Browser Client
This part of the presentation layer is a browser-based web application (Portal) enabling user to either
manage/administer the Application or produce summary/hierarchical reports, depending on the login
authentication/authorization.
Salesperson Portal
• Reports
• My Account
• Change Password
• Download
• FAQ
Administration Portal
• User
• Salesperson
• Prospect
• Data
• Hierarchy
• Access Log
• Download
• Support
4.4 Middle Tier/Business Logic Tier
Sync Service
This tier contains application’s business logic to provide access to back-end database system. The VIP Sales Tool
client makes request to SOAP services; SOAP services process the request and respond back to the client with
appropriate information.
SOAP services access the data from the database via DAL (Data Access Layer).
16
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RESTful Service
This tier contains application’s business logic to provide access to back-end database system. The Sales platform’s
Browser Based client makes requests to REST services; REST services process the request and respond back to the
client with appropriate information in JSON fromat.
RESTful services access the data from the database via DAL (Data Access Layer).
Portal Application
Another part of middle tier, which handles requests from Web Browser Client, is portal application. Current portal
application is based on Apache Wicket framework. Wicket framework has been chosen after thorough research.
Main advantages of the framework are simplicity and reusable components based architecture.
All pages are based on templates which cover common functionality. The structure is cleaner and easier to extend
comparing to previous version. Adding new modules/pages is faster, requires less amount of work. The portal works
fine with four major browsers (IE, Safari, Firefox and Chrome)
Portal application accesses the data from the database via DAL (Data Access Layer).
Parser
The Parser component processes data, comma-delimited files received via FTP and updates back-end enterprise
database.
In order to process huge volume of data in a matter of minutes, we load all data from text files into temporary
database tables. Further processing is handled on database level via SQL statements. Multiple records are updated,
deleted and inserted concurrently.
Very sophisticated configuration is allowed via external XML files.
Logging, error email notification
Each component of middle tier records detailed log information. Information is mainly logged in text files using log4j
package. In some case we log information in database so later on details can be displayed as a report on the portals
(i.e. Parser Report, Quote Transfer Report etc.)
In case of an error, internal notification email is sent out, which triggers troubleshooting process.
4.4 Database Tier
This layer is composed of one or more ANSI SQL RDBMS.
4.5 Servers Infrastructure
The system is deployed in the AWS (Amazon Web Services), reliable and scalable computing cloud sevices.
AWS architecture with HA (High Availability) and DR (Disaster Recovery)
Disaster Recovery (DR) is based on two HA clusters, one "US East" another "US West", one is active another is
passive.
Each HA cluster comprises of three layers, Frontend (WL), Backend (DB) and Control (XFC), within which one node is
Active and another is Passive.
AWS Elastic Load Balancer (ELB) checks WL nodes and directs traffic to an Active one, (Active WL node in Active HA
cluster, WLEa on the diagram)
Inside HA cluster, active XFC node checks active and passive WL and DB nodes and switches node’s role if an active
node has un-fixable issues. Passive XFC node checks Active XFC node and takes control when the former one is not
available or has un-fixable issues.
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Active WL node in Active HA cluster (WLEa on the diagram) is open for browsers and Sync Clients, accepts data
requests and returns responses via ELB.
Active WL node communicates with MySQL at Active DB node.
Active DB node (DBEa) replicates data changes of data filesystem(s) on block device level (DRBD) to Passive DB node
(DBEb).
Active DB node (DBEa) replicates data changes of MySQL database to Active DB node at Passive HA Cluster (DBWa)
At Passive HA Cluster, in its turn, Active DB node (DBWa) replicates data changes of data filesystem(s) on block
device level (DRBD) to Passive DB node (DBWb).
To avoid brain splitting and other issues Disaster Recovery switching of HA clusters done manually in case of
complete disaster at Active HA cluster.

Each node is backed up by taking AWS snapshots, and by Linux backup scripts to AWS cold storage.
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Section 5: Conclusion & Recommendations
Embracing the Cloud – in this case a Private Data Cloud – would be of immense benefit. There are risks and caveats
of course. Importantly most projects fail, which do not have documentation, a proper requirements and scope
document, and stakeholder buy in.
5.1 Documentation
It is really important that the following documents be completed in the next phase.
Type of Key Document
Logical and Conceptual Models
Application Documentation
Application Data Model
Server Data Model
Fully documented in-line code
and code explanation

Does the firm have it?
No
Yes Partially
Yes Partially
Vague
Out of date

Flag to create
Create next phase
Complete next phase
Complete next phase
Create next phase
Update next phase

5.2 HR skills assessment
This should be formalized as well in regards to the following areas:
▪ Softlayer Private Cloud
▪ VM management
▪ Migrating systems
▪ Web Services based coding
▪ Testing and QA
▪ Project Management
Future training must also be addressed. An improved SAT will require end user training, IS training and IS support
and maintenance [first line support, and 2nd line support].
5.3 Stakeholder buy-in
The architecture given in this report is a discussion starting point. Stakeholders from across the business should be
consulted in a formal engagement plan as to what should be done.
It needs to be emphasized that enterprise projects fail if there is not stakeholder buy-in, proper documentation, a
real scope and requirements document, and a proper budget.
5.4 Quick wins to generate an ROI from this report
▪ Update JRE for all users to latest version.
▪ Refactor SAT application modules ‘Customer’ and ‘Orders’ with updated Java code.
▪ Standardize end user version around latest version of application software.
▪ Update WebSphere with latest patches.
▪ Redeploy a new version to all users.
▪ Cost: £3.500
▪ Benefits: Client Application will not crash, information from the mainframe will be properly updated nightly,
and Application server will not crash. Tangible ROI would be immediate.
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The next phase is to do an in-depth technical discovery. Once this is completed we can begin preparing the runbooks
and details on a migration to the target architecture.
Discovery Audit: 20 days
Output
▪ Follows on from the DSA, more technical in nature
▪ Identifies which applications are best suited to the Cloud and which Cloud deployment model
▪ Identifies applications best suited for rework, migration, on-premise, or external hosting
▪ Ranks those applications according to criteria and support of business strategy
▪ Offers a roadmap for key applications to become Cloud-enabled
▪ Reconfirms how Cloud will support the Business Strategy with a reasonable ROI

Architecture and Design: 30 days
Output
▪ Builds on the documentation from ISA and IDA
▪ Reconfirms the most appropriate cloud models for the right applications
▪ Roadmaps how to migrate those applications to the target deployment model [typically 1-2 apps to start
with realistically]
▪ Runbooks are produced with detailed requirements and planning
▪ Detailed metrics, costs, resource planning and architectures are created
▪ Implementation, timelines and best of breed practices are outlined

Details include:
Project Definition
• Purpose: Why are you doing this work? Describe the desired end result of this project.
• Objectives: What specific outcomes will be achieved, and how will you measure these outcomes? Remember to limit
the number of objectives for your project – four or five goals are typically enough.
• Scope: What are the boundaries for this project (for example, type of work, type of client, type of problem, geographic
area covered)? List any areas excluded that you believe stakeholders might assume are included, but are not.
• Constraints: What things must you take into consideration that will influence your deliverables and schedule? These are
external variables that you cannot control but need to manage.
• Assumptions: What assumptions are you making at the start of the project? If necessary, schedule work to confirm
these assumptions.

Project - Why?
Build a business case to show why your project is going ahead. Describe the effect the project will have on the business, and
support this with a detailed account of the risks that should be considered.
Business Case
• Benefits: Why are you carrying out this project, and what benefits do you expect it to deliver? Include information on
how these benefits will be measured.
• Options: What other courses of action were considered as this project was designed and developed?
• Cost and Timescale: Provide a breakdown of project costs and related financing.
• Cost/Benefit Analysis: How are the costs of the project balanced against the expected returns?
Risk Analysis
• Risk Identification: Identify the risks within the project, and that you'll either need to manage or accept.
• Risk Prevention: Describe what you are going to do to mitigate or manage risks.
• Risk Management: Where you can't prevent risks, what are your contingency plans for dealing with them? What actions
will you take should the risk materialize?
• Risk Monitoring: What processes do you have in place to routinely assess the risks associated with your project?

Stakeholder Training: Combination of the 3 products above, into one multi-stakeholder training program, on site, 5
half days spread over 1 week, up to 6 people, both technical and non-technical. The detailed outputs would be similar.
===The END ==
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